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Certain versions of Ghost from Ghost contain the following
vulnerability:

Ghost is a Node.js CMS. An unused endpoint added during the
development of 4.0.0 has left sites vulnerable to untrusted users
gaining access to Ghost Admin. Attackers can gain access by getting
logged in users to click a link containing malicious code. Users do not
need to enter credentials and may not know they've visited a malicious

site. Ghost(Pro) has already been patched. We can find no evidence that the issue was
exploited on Ghost(Pro) prior to the patch being added. Self-hosters are impacted if running
Ghost a version between 4.0.0 and 4.3.2. Immediate action should be taken to secure your
site. The issue has been fixed in 4.3.3, all 4.x sites should upgrade as soon as possible. As
the endpoint is unused, the patch simply removes it. As a workaround blocking access to
/ghost/preview can also mitigate the issue.

CVSS3 Score: 6.8 - MEDIUM
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CVSS2 Score: 4.3 - MEDIUM
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NETWORK MEDIUM NONE

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

CVE-2021-29484 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM

severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  TryGhost - Ghost version >= 4.0.0, < 4.3.3
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

Ghost CMS 4.3.2 - Cross-Origin Admin Takeover blog.sonarsource.com

text/html

 CONFIRM blog.sonarsource.com/ghost-admin-
takeover

Critical security update available for Ghost 4.x - News -
Ghost Forum

forum.ghost.org

text/html

 MISC forum.ghost.org/t/critical-security-update-
available-for-ghost-4-x/22290

DOM XSS in Theme Preview · Advisory · TryGhost/Ghost ·
GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM
github.com/TryGhost/Ghost/security/advisories/GHSA-
9fgx-q25h-jxrg

CVE-2021-29484 Node.js Vulnerability in NetApp Products
| NetApp Product Security

security.netapp.com

text/html

 CONFIRM security.netapp.com/advisory/ntap-
20210618-0006/

ghost - npm www.npmjs.com

text/html

 MISC www.npmjs.com/package/ghost

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

Related QID Numbers

981199 Nodejs (npm) Security Update for ghost (GHSA-9fgx-q25h-jxrg)

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Ghost Ghost All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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this information or its use. Any use of this information is at the user's risk. It is the responsibility of user to evaluate the accuracy,
completeness or usefulness of any information, opinion, advice or other content. EACH USER WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
consequences of his or her direct or indirect use of this web site. ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. This
site will NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT or any other kind of loss.

CVE, CWE, and OVAL are registred trademarks of The MITRE Corporation and the authoritative source of CVE content is MITRE's CVE web
site. This site includes MITRE data granted under the following license.
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